of the def<;>rmed nucleus from a rapid nucleonic motion in the nuclear frame of reference. The treatment introduces two new approximate quantum numhers, nand K, the components along the nuclear symmetry axis of the nucleonic angular momentum and of the total angular momentum, respectively. For the lower-lying states, where no "vibrational" excitation is involved, K and n are equal. Thus we shall refer hereafter to K-quantum numbers of states wit~ the implicit understanding that n remains equal to it. With the availability of calculated nucleon wave functions for spheroidal potentials 4 it is appropriate to .check the degree to which the separation of rotational and intrinsic nucleonic motion is justified. There is .considerable experimental evidence from relative gamma and beta transition probabilities to rotational band members that K is quite a good quantum number in even-even nuclei in the regions of high nuclear Note added in proof: We have just seen a preprint of a paper by Kerman 16 containing a detailed analysis of effects of u 1 , designated RPC in his notation.
He finds these rna trix elements of importance in the w 183 spectrum.
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